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Looking back on Summer 2022 as we look
forward to continued shared stewardship 



For you, friends, belong to Bay Cliff
Friends, we're so happy to see you again! In this newsletter, we'll welcome you home with the sights

of Summer Camp 2022 and what it means for the future of this beloved farm on the bluff.
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'22 In Review
As the summer of 2019 wrapped up, Bay

Cliff campers and staff took a moment to

catch their collective breath. It's important

to rest and reflect following all the high

energy activities  of our 7-week therapy

camp. Many are tempted to immediately

begin thinking ahead to all there is to

accomplish in preparation for next summer;

to do everything we can to maintain that

momentum. A brief pause to look back and

look around, however, is vital to keeping

perspective. 

That was 2019. No one could have known

what was to come. There were no hints that

it would be nearly three years before

campers and staff would return to spend a

full summer together deep in the woods of

the Upper Peninsula.
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Now we find ourselves back here again,

catching our breath and reflecting on seven

amazing weeks. This time however, feels

very unique. This time, our reflections

encompass a return to camp following a two

year gap in face-to-face services. The Bay

Cliff community has done so much over this

period of time.  Every effort was made to

keep this home of ours alive, present, and

thriving, but it was always in the hope that

we would find ourselves gathering together

once again. It feels good. 

The summer of 2022 maintained many

beloved traditions while introducing some

exciting new additions to our programming.

The Teen Program saw an entirely new set

of faces with 18 teen campers. 
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While focusing on social skills, life skills, and recreation,

this group experienced kayaking for the first time. They

enjoyed their Teen Trip and  danced the night away at the

"Night in Paris" prom, and (brand new for 2022!) cooked

one meal a week together while socializing in the Teen

Center. 

Therapy continued to be the emphasis of daily life at

camp, providing growth opportunities while we dined

together in the Big House, showed our talents during

skits, and participated in new and traditional evening and

weekend activities. 
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At the conclusion of each summer,

staff and campers sing the song

"Remember"  during the Closing Fire

Ceremony. This song conjures up all of

the best memories of the summer.

Smiles and tears result as we gather

together for the last time. To conclude

this year's series, we'll reflect on the

final lines of the song. 

Remember the times we've had here
Remember when you're away

Remember the friends you've made here
And don't forget to come back someday

Remember around the campfire
Those hikes in our woods too

For you, friends, belong to Bay Cliff
And Bay Cliff belongs to you

What does it mean to belong?

Consciously or not, everyone who

comes through Bay Cliff's gates is

seeking a sense of belonging - eager to

be a part of something special. They

want to meet others who share the

same challenges and the drive to

overcome them. In cooperation with

the community, the Bay Cliff team

works tirelessly to make this a place

where everyone feels a sense of

belonging - a place apart. As a result,

Bay Cliff belongs to each camper, to

each staff member, and to you. 

Belonging
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Bequests in a will or trust (sample language below)
Beneficiary designations in a retirement fund [e.g., IRA, 401(k), 403(b)]
Beneficiary designation in a life insurance policy
Outright gift of life insurance cash value [e.g., policy that is no longer needed]

Bay Cliff Health Camp invites you to join an incredible group of friends who have invested in our
mission and our future through legacy giving. This special group of individuals have chosen to
include a gift to Bay Cliff in their will or estate plans. These planned gifts – some large, some small
– help to fund new and existing programs, improve therapy services and equipment, and to build
new and/or improved, full-access buildings. 
 
Joining is as simple as notifying us of your planned gift intention. We are happy to help you decide
how your planning today can build a bright future for tomorrow.  The most common types of legacy
gifts:
 

 
Sample bequest language: "I give and devise to Bay Cliff Health Camp, PO Box 310, Big Bay,
Michigan, 49808, Tax ID #: 38-06000167 the sum of $__________ dollars (or state percentage of
estate or piece of property) to be held, administered, and used by the Board of Directors for
support of Bay Cliff Health Camp in the area of greatest opportunity."

You are invited to become a part of the future of Bay Cliff – to invest in the future of our children.

They are our shining example of what it means to persevere, to be resilient, to face challenges –

come what may. Your gift now will pay it forward for years to come.  Won't you join us? 

BAY CLIFF HEALTH CAMP
P.O. Box 310, Big Bay, MI 49808 – baycliff@baycliff.org – 906-345-9314
facebook.com/baycliff – baycliff.org 
Publication costs generously sponsored by an anonymous donor

WILL YOU HELP US?
CONSIDER A LEGACY GIFT


